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☑  Manure storage structures are dangerous.
 ☑  Risk of slipping into, falling into, and drowning exists
 ☑  Workers can be overcome by toxic gases
☑  Toxic gases produced by stored manure can cause a lack of oxygen in the body,  
 which can lead to death.
 ☑  These gases may be colorless and odorless
 ☑  Toxic gases can be more prevalent during and after manure agitation
☑  When possible, work in pairs near manure storage structures.
☑  Follow the dairy’s emergency action plan in the case of an accident.

1    O B J E C T I V E
Prepare dairy workers to more 
e�ectively recognize the inherent 
health and safety hazards associated 
with manure storage structures

Ensure that employees understand the hazards that exist when working near manure storage structures:
 Drowning, slipping or falling into, driving into, and inhaling toxic gases
 Toxic gases include hydrogen sulfide, carbon monoxide, methane, and ammonia

Be especially cautious near manure storage structures in extreme weather.
  Hot, humid, windless days increase the risk of toxic gases accumulating
 Freezing, wet conditions increase the risk of sliding into manure storage structures

Work in pairs around manure storage structures when possible.

Supervisors should be informed when you are working near manure storage structures.

Avoid being on the downwind side of manure storage structures — particularly while agitating manure.

Avoid using roads near or between manure storage structures — reroute unnecessary tra�c around and away 
from manure storage structures.

Wear appropriate PPE (e.g. respirator, hydrogen sulfide detector) when working around manure storage structures.

Be aware of electrical hazards near manure storage structures (e.g. floating agitators).
 Any electrically powered equipment near moisture can be dangerous

3    T R A I N I N G  P O I N T S

4    K E Y  T A K E A W A Y S

2    D I S C U S S I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
 1. What are the inherent health and safety hazards of manure storage structures?
2. Which toxic gases can manure storage structures release into the air?
3. How can you be cautious and safe when working around manure 
    storage structures?

Every year dairy workers die from incidents involving manure storage structures (lagoons, settling 
ponds, separator vaults, pits, etc.). Common causes include driving into the structures, toxic gas 
exposure, asphyxiation, and drowning.


